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Abstract
This document is one of the parts of the electronic version of the PhD thesis by
SFM van Vlijmen  The goal of the PhD project was to get a better under
standing of the problems with the integration of formal specication technique in
the day to day software practice The approach followed was to execute a number
of projects in cooperation with industry on realistic cases
In this document is reported on four other cases in a succint manner For each
case the system studied is described the formal specication work done is discussed
and the case is evaluated
The rst case describes the modelling in PSF of a model of a production facility for
printed circuit boards The second case is about the modelling of telephone services
following the Service Independent Building block architecture The language used
was again PSF The third case is about the syntax of a language for the programming
of railway safety systems Here the language denition system ASF	SDF was used
The fourth and nal case is about a system that optimizes the replacement schedules
for light bulbs in tra
c regulation systems ACP PSF and Pascal are the languages
used
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Digital Equipment Corporation had a department of the Cooperative Engi
neering Center or CEC for short in Sloterdijk At the CEC research was done
on a number of subjects one of these was Computer Integrated Manufactur
ing or more succinctly CIM To get an understanding of the problems of a
CIM environment and to be able to test ideas and concepts on a nontrivial
reallife situation a model factory had been built
This model factory modelled a printed circuit board production plant on
four square meters It was our aim to specify in PSF a nontrivial part of
the model factory but not to aim for a complete description it was an initial
specication 	
	 It was the rst case to be studied in the application
project mentioned in the preface of this thesis We started working on this case
in March 

 it was nished in May that year with the print of a technical
report 		 After this initial study three other teams worked in succession on
the Model Factory see  A relatively elaborate discussion of these
projects is presented in 
In Section  below a succinct description of the model factory is pre
sented An evaluation of the project will be given in Section 
 The model
The presentation of the model factory in this section diers from the original
presentation in 		 in the following the wording of the presentation is slightly
restyled and the discussion about the deadlock is condensed
Figure  depicts the layout of the model factory The factory produces
three types of printed circuit boards PCBs for short The types are denoted
with the names A B and C Production is in batches of one two or three
boards Boards of a batch stay together batches dont mix
In the following the numbers in brackets correspond to the numbers in
Figure  The grey strips represent conveyor belts The arrows represent
cranes that can move boards or batches between belts they will be called
movers from now on In the gure board movers are distinguished from batch
movers by the thickness of the arrow
Two loops are indicated in the gure the loops are called the production
loop and the test and repair loop Batches containing empty boards are
put on the production loop by PCB Store and PCB Store  and 
Components are placed on the boards by Placement Station and  
and  Opposite to the Placement Stations we nd the Warehouse it is
composed of three elements   and  Products that are complete ie
all components placed are fed to the test and repair loop Products that
pass the test go back to the production loop The Warehouse takes completed
products from the loop Products that fail the test are repaired  and
tested again if they cannot be repaired they are thrown away ie taken out
of the test and repair loop the means for this are not depicted in the gure
The products A B and C dier in the type of board the placement and

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Figure  Layout of the model factory
type and number of components From a process point of view it is impor
tant to discuss the routing of the product during production Product A is
placed upon by Placement Station and  in sequence when product A
has been placed upon by Placement Station and it is on its way to Place
ment Station it is called halfproduct A Product B is only placed upon
by Placement Station Product C is two times placed upon by Placement

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Station After the rst placement product C is a halfproduct called C
C follows the production loop to return to Placement Station This time
the product will be completed Hence the products A B and C dont close the
loop they are taken away by the Warehouse while C passes the Warehouse
It should be noted that this was the situation when we wrote our specica
tion In principle other routings are equally wellconceivable and some of
these were also projected by the CEC
We will now briey discuss the other parts Components are stored in
Component  and  Tray Store  	  Components are distributed
to Placement Station and  and Repair  by means of Component
Tray Conveyor Belt  Screen printing of boards is done at the Screen
Printing Station  Reow and cleaning is done at the Reow and Cleaning
Stations  	 Temporary storage is possible in the InProcess Stores 
  Testing is done at the Testing Stations  

 Evaluation
Technically spoken it was relatively easy for us unexperienced as we were
to construct in PSF an initial and nontrivial model of the model factory
With the Toolkit we could fairly well simulate the process There were no real
technical problems
From an engineering point of view all studies this one and the three that
followed were partly reverse engineering and partly reengineering With
the emphasis in the rst purely on reverse engineering It is a nice example
how specications evolve too it was simply not clear to us how to model
the complete factory in one go But as intuition grows the picture sharpens
steadily One has to acknowledge that fact too often formal specications
are presented as the nal word The studies in  focused on the CEC
case in 	 Hillebrand has extended the scope to a more general Computer
Integrated Manufacturing setting following the work of Smit 
Though the specication teams succeeded in buildingup fast a body of
knowledge on the model factory that could have been valuable to the CEC we
did not receive any real interest The specications were not read The fact
that we could prototype new functionality and could oer means to analyse
the behaviour in advance was apparently not convincing For instance our
specication revealed a deadlock that was very similar to a deadlock found in
the actual model factory We expect that the lack of interest was due to the
fact that there was fear of the site to be closed down one was working hard to
get something out and there was not really time to study another approach
Particularly not an approach that potentially could threaten the motivation
for the major activity of creating a hardware model factory in the rst place
The CEC was indeed closed down after some years In cooperation with Andre
van Delft and Alban Ponse it was tried to push PSF for CIM simulation ap
plications at the Technical School for Higher Education HTS in Rotterdam
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which had a CIM directed curriculum This resulted in a graduation project
Later this project was followed by a graduation project in the same style but
now on trac regulation see Chapter 

of 	 and a paper at the ACP
workshop  However the possibilities of PSF were not recognized by the
HTS the relation with the HTS ended when they reorganized and our contact
was retired
 Service Independent Building Blocks
With AS Klusener and A van Waveren
Telephone communication was for a long time conned to point to point con
nections for speech transmission This situation is changing the number of
functions and services supplied by Telephone Networks accrues fast Exam
ples of these services are Abbreviated Dialing  Freephone Call Forwarding and
Automatic Alternative Billing  The latter service enables the user to charge
hisher account irrespective of the connection used by giving the account
code and the associated pin code The new generation of Telephone Networks
that provide these services are often called Intelligent Networks IN
The CCITT known as ITUT for some years now formulated a collection
of services that such IN should oer initially together with a conceptual model
and an architecture This has all been described in a set of documents see
	 This set of documents will be called the INRecommendation here The
functionality described in the INRecommendation is also known as Capability
Set   The current release of the INRecommendation describes an extended
set of properties and functions Capability Set   see eg 

Jan Bergstra directed our attention to the domain of IN From conver
sations with Wiet Bouma Han Zuidweg and Cees Middelburg researchers
with the Dutch PTT it became soon clear that the domain could be an
interesting case for the application of formal specication technique the IN
Recommendation was full of contradictions and ambiguities while the demand
for reliable and correct operation of an IN is obvious The typical correctness
demands focus at feature interaction Bouma and Velthuijsen describe this
phenomenon in  as follows Features are modications of or enhance
ments to the control of telecommunications services A feature interaction oc
curs when the behavior of one feature is changed by the behavior of another
A recent overview of the subject with many references to the literature can
be found in 

At PTT Research work was done on IN and feature interaction using SDL
and LOTOS see  Specications in SDL were not considered a serious

Note that references are made to chapters and sometimes to sections that may be stored
as separate les at the ENTCS site 	
 The original text has been partitioned into preface
and the Chapters  to  each part is stored in a separate le and each part has its own
bibliography and appendices To circumvent confusion a reference to a part of the thesis
outside the part at hand is followed by a bibliography style reference

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candidate for formal analysis and the work in LOTOS was considered too
pragmatic with respect to our academic research goals In order to make our
own start in the area of IN and feature interaction a number of notions needed
to be xed and specied A rst attempt to that end was made in a project
that was executed in the Spring of 

 This chapter is based on the project
report 
The idea was to follow the Model Factory approach ie the intention was
to open the way to discussion with eld experts and that other teams would
continue the work The project report therefore discusses in a consistent
manner parts of the INRecommendation then comes to an interpretation
that may solve unclearities and then gives a corresponding formal specica
tion Eventually the line of teams should come to more complete specications
of IN Ready for formal analysis
The conceptual model for Intelligent Networks contains four planes One of
these is called the Global Functional Plane It consists of a collection of Service
Independent Building Blocks SIBs from which the services are constructed
Specications of some Service Independent Building Blocks the Basic Call
Process the Global Service Logic and the Automatic Alternative Billing Ser
vice were written in PSF For PSF see 	
	 The specication was
executable With this specication a basic model had been constructed that
could also be used to specify and simulate the other services
In Section  the layers in the conceptual model will be presented The
main parts and the structure of the PSF specication will be succinctly dis
cussed in Section  In Section  I will evaluate the work on IN
In the following sections I will stick to our interpretation of the INRecom
mendation Hence the notions introduced may dier from the presentation
in 	
 The four layer model
An Intelligent Network is a collection of connected physical entities such as
telephone switches databases and computers which provides services to the
end user of the Network and the system manager which controls the Network
Hence there is a high level of services and a low level of physical enti
ties upon which these services are implemented To guide and structure the
reasoning over these services two more levels have been identied in the IN
Recommendation

The Global Functional Plane
This level consists of Service Independent Building Blocks SIBs Dierent
SIBs are intended not to have functionalities in common and each service
is intended to be constructed by chaining several SIBs together
Furthermore this level contains the Basic Call Process and the Global
Service Logic The Basic Call Process handles all calling for which no ad
ditional services are required As soon as it receives a request for a service

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Physical Plane
service1 service2
sib1
sib2
sib3
sib4
sib5
fe1
fe2
fe3
fe4
pe2 pe3pe1
bcp
Service Plane
Global Functional Plane
Distributed Functional Plane
Figure  Graphical Representation of the four layer IN model
it delivers the request to the Global Service Logic which is responsible for
the initiation of the right service

The Distributed Functional Plane
For each physical entity several logical functions or Functional Entities
FEs can be identied ie one such Functional Entity can be provided by
dierent physical entities The Distributed Functional Plane is the collection
of all these Functional Entities
These two planes together with the Service Plane and the Physical Plane give
the four plane model as shown in Figure  I will not consider the Distributed
Functional Plane and the Physical Plane anymore in the following
A SIB has two kinds of input parameters Service Support Data and Call
Instance Data Service Support Data are parameters of which the value is xed
for the type of service in which the SIB is used Then there are parameters
which depend on the specic run of a service they are dynamically bound
These parameters form the Call Instance Data
Take for example the SIB Verify It has two strings as parameters say s
and f  The parameter f denotes a format Verify checks whether the string
s ts into the format dened by f  This SIB can be used in a service which
must read a pincode from a user In that case f is NNNN which denotes
four digits and because f is static with respect to this service f is a Service
Support Data Parameter s is the pincode given by the user during the run
of the service hence s is a Call Instance Data
SIBs are chained together to build a service Knowledge of the structure
of these chains resides in the Global Service Logic this is an intermediate
between the Basic Call Process and the services The Basic Call Process is
a process at the Global Functional Plane that is able to handle a call which
does not require any services When a service is requested during a call the

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Global Service Logic is invoked by the Basic Call Process to initiate that
service The Global Service Logic and the Basic Call Process communicate
via code sections that are called Points Of Initiation and Points Of Return
The invocation of the Global Service Logic happens at a Point of Initiation
Control is returned from the Global Service Logic to the Basic Call Process
at a Point of Return Though the GSL can return control to the Basic Call
Process it can only do so when there is no service initiated Once a service
is initiated the Global Service Logic is done the service returns control to
the Basic Call Process also at a Point of Return There can be more than
one Point Of Return in the Basic Call Process at which the Global Service
Logic or a service can transfer control again to the Basic Call Process As a
consequence the Global Service Logic can rather radically inuence the ow
of control in the Basic Call Process The notions that play role in the transfer
of control and data between SIBs in a chain will not be discussed further
 The specication
In this section I will give the reader a avour of the specication by presenting
fragments of the processes that play a role for the Automatic Alternative
Billing
The Basic Call Process BCP is a process that is a sum of subprocesses
each one starting with a read action that models the interaction with the
environment
After some processing such a process may terminate or transfer control to
the Global Service Logic GSL This happens at a Point of Initiation this is
modelled as one may already have guessed with a send action For example
sendpoiaddresscollectedj cli dli ac After that the subpro
cess continues at one of the possible Points of Return these are also modelled
with read actions see eg readporclearcallj tobedetermined
The following PSF fragment suggests this structure


sumac in ACCESSCODE
readaccesscodecli ac 
sumdli in TELNR
readnumbercli dli 
sendpoiaddresscollectedj cli dli ac 
 readporclearcallj tobedetermined 
bcperrorclitobedetermined

readporcontinuewithexistingdataj cli dli ac 
sendpoiaddressanalyzedj cli dli ac 
 summ in MESSAGE readporclearcalljm 
bcperrorcli tobedetermined

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
sumaccount in ACCOUNT
readporproceedwithnewdatajcli dliaccount 
bcptryconnectj cli dli account






 
Here cli stands for current line identication and dli stands for dialed line
identication The accesscode species the service asked for here the vari
able ac would be bound to the value aab ie Automatic Alternative Billing
The process GSL has roughly the same structure as the BCP it is a large
sum of subprocesses that start with a read which corresponds to receipt of
a Point of Initiation The following text is a fragment that corresponds to the
fragment of the BCP above Note that processing is sparsely modelled the
focus is on the interactions we tried to elicit the core structure


sumj in JOBNR sumcli in TELNR sumdli in TELNR
readpoiaddresscollectedj cli dli aab 
sendporclearcalljtobedetermined

sendporcontinuewithexistingdataj cli dli aab


GSL



sumj in JOBNR sumcli in TELNR sumdli in TELNR
readpoiaddressanalyzedj cli dli aab 
AABj cli dli

GSL



 
In the second subprocess summand of the fragment the service Automatic
Alternative Billing is called ie the process AAB is executed This process
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is setup as chain of two SIBs say UserInteraction and CheckInput The
former reads an account identication the latter checks the validity The
chain is modelled as the parallel composition
AAB   UserInteraction  CheckInput
Sequential operation and transfer of data is obtained by synchronization of
the two process a terminal send of UserInteraction and an initiating read
of CheckInput The process CheckInput returns control to the BCP with an
error message like
sendporclearcalljerrortimeexpired
or by returning the accepted account information
sendporproceedwithnewdatajclidliaccountcode
 Evaluation
The project resulted in a rst step in the direction of the reengineering
of a large specication I feel condent that following the approach of the
PSF specication also the other services could have been specied Further
more that many inconsistencies peculiarities and ambiguities would have
been found in the INRecommendation that is in addition to the ones al
ready found in this initial specication eort I have not discussed these in
this epitome however we found tens of remarkable points In this sense it is
a typical example of the strength of formal specication one is forced to be
meticulous As a result weaknesses unclearities and inconsistencies in a text
appear
A critique may well be that we did not bother that much about the goal of
an IN the abstract functionality and behaviour We more or less dived into
modelling the operation of some sparsely motivated solution at least that
appears to be the situation for outsiders I consider this still the proper choice
when the target is to cooperate with industrial partners on issues that they
consider relevant The rst step then is to become a discussion partner on
the actual situation and problems at hand The next step can be to propose
alternative solutions provided you have these and you can really motivate
and endorse them
Nevertheless we failed to nd followup for the project This can be im
puted to the dicult to judge situation around the IN standards the diculty
to reach eld experts and responsible ocers and nally the reorganization
of PTT Research At a later stage the specication was used as a case study
for one of the earlier ToolBus implementations 
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 The Interlocking Design  Application Language
With RN Bol JWC Koorn and LH Oei
Guarding safety of train movements is at the core of the systems and languages
discussed in this section The issue occurred already in Chapter  of 	
but from a dierent implementation perspective The context for this case
is though also formed by Holland Railconsult and the Department of Rail
Infrabeheer of the Dutch Railway Company
Rail Infrabeheers P Middelraad and his colleagues have worked over the
last ten years on a method and a graphical language for the specication
of railway safety systems see 	 The method is called EURIS and the
graphical language of the method is also referred to with this name EURIS is
short for European Railway Interlocking Specication For an introduction to
interlockings see Section  of Chapter  of 	 In Section  an introduction
to the method and the language will be presented
To aid in the writing drawing of specications and to be able to simulate
specications Holland Railconsult as main contractor has built a Toolkit
for EURIS To that end a symbolic representation of EURIS was developed
called IDEAL this is short for Interlocking Design and Application Language
IDEAL is discussed in Section 
Holland Railconsult introduced us to EURIS at the time our research con
tacts were setup Fall 

 Their concern was the verication of safety cri
teria of EURIS specications It was soon clear that before verication could
be even considered the syntax needed to be described more precisely and
intuition about the semantics had to developed followed by the description
of a formal semantics The two routes were started in parallel At Eindhoven
University of Technology work was started on an intuitive interpretation of
EURIS by means of coloured Petri nets  At the University of Amsterdam
work commenced on the syntax and static semantics of IDEAL The specica
tion of IDEAL was written in ASF SDF For ASF SDF see 
 An
elaborate introduction to IDEAL and the complete commented specication
can be found in  The reason to start with IDEAL and not with EURIS it
self was that IDEAL seemed more stable and better documented partial BNF
grammar and last but not least IDEAL is nongraphical Furthermore the
Holland Railconsult Toolkit already performed the EURIS to IDEAL trans
lation Finally having a specication in ASF SDF we reasoned would give
us simple means to generate expressions in various other languages typically
with an eye on semantics and verication Envisioned were translations to
process algebras Petri nets and IO automata
The case will be evaluated in Section  This section is based on the
project report 
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Logistical layer
Point A Track B Signal C Point D
Figure  Illustration of the EURIS interlocking architecture
 EURIS
Railway yards have a regular structure and their operation at each installation
is analogous Also the safety requirements that have to be respected are
roughly the same for each installation These regularities form a cornerstone
of the engineering approach used by the Dutch Railway Company in order to
keep up safety and reliability of the railways The standardization that is the
result is reected in Algemene Voorschriften General Rules and Ontwerp
Voorschriften Design Directions these are aimed at the use and construction
of specic implementations with respect to the general rules  In the
course of a pilot project in cooperation with Siemens the engineer responsible
for the project P Middelraad decided to exploit the regularities one step
further Middelraad et al designed in a number of stages a method complete
with a specication language for the description of interlockings EURIS 	
EURIS suggests a way to arrive from a railway yard layout at the de
tailed and complete operational specication of an interlocking for it Given
the regularity of yards EURIS suggests to design a set of generic elements
that correspond to main components like signals and points These elements
should capture the typical behaviour of the components in all thinkable com
binations For an application the elements are instantiated and connected in
a communication network The generic elements are specied in the graphi
cal language EURIS The main construct of EURIS which corresponds to an
element is the Logic Sequence Chart or LSC for short
Hence following EURIS one describes a set of generic elements Given a
specic railway yard the hardware elements of the yard are identied and
their characteristics and interrelations serve to instantiate corresponding soft
ware elements in the interlocking This is illustrated in Figure  A full
featured example of the use of EURIS for the Dutch situation is described in
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Figure  A part of the LSC for the element Track of the UniSpec 
 and the most uptodate specications are found in an at the time of writ
ing unpublished working document  this specication is mostly referred
to as the UniSpec
In the rest of this section I will discuss informally and by example some
characteristics of the language EURIS The example used is a part of the
LSC for the element Track from the UniSpec see Figure 	 For a complete
description of the syntax and the semantical intricacies of EURIS the reader
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is referred to 
The driving force behind the execution of LSC functionality is the receipt
by an element of a datastructure known as a telegram Telegrams are the
entities that are sent along the communication network that interconnects
elements infrastructure and logistical layer This network is depicted by
arrows in Figure  Telegrams are received by an element and placed in a
buer A scheduler selects sequentially telegrams from this buer and initiates
the execution of the unique procedure that can process the telegram selected
After the procedure has nished a next telegram is selected if there is one
Such a procedure is called a ow it can be characterized as a imperative
program In Figure 	 one can identify nine connected graphical structures
each of them is a ow I will now discuss three of them in some detail Consider
the ow that starts with the fragment
b J A	

a J A	

at the right side of the LSC ! the reader may need to turn the book ninety
degrees counter clockwise to nd the fragment The label A	
 is the name of
the type of the telegram that the ow is intended to process The constructs
a J and b J state that it concerns here the processing of telegrams A	

received at port a respectively port b and it states that this is the start of
the ow One should not think of this construct as a read action for telegrams
A	
 on port a or b It solely describes which telegrams the ow can handle
When we follow the lines to the left they merge The single lined ow continues
to the left till one encounters a split This is an ifthenelse construct that
tests on the name of the port that the processed telegram was received at
Finally we reach constructs that denote the transmission of telegrams The
whole ow species that a telegram with name A	
 received on port a is send
out again unmodied at port b and vice versa
Now consider the ow that starts with the fragment
a J A	
b J A	
at the bottom right of the gure This ow also starts at the right side of
the LSC this is a coincidence Suppose the ow starts processing a telegram
that is received at port a The ow operates on the internal variables of the
element and on telegram elds The internal telegram are declared by the row
RDI   along the top of the gure Operations on a variable are placed
on an imaginary line orthogonal to the row which connects the operation to
the occurrence of the variable row Following  I call this a reference axis
The rst operations one encounters in the ow at hand are TPSaVt and
TPSaVt They specify the test whether internal variable TPSa is equalnot
equal to telegram eld Vt Suppose TPSaVt holds then the next operation
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! just follow the line ! is the assignment TPSa  Vt ie internal variable
TPSa is assigned the value of Vt This assignment is followed on its turn
again by an assignment This assignment is anonymous for its interpretation
one needs to know on which reference axis it is placed In this case on the
reference axis of a variable declared as
a
TPC 
I leave the discussion of this ow and will discuss as a nal example the ef
fect of the anonymous assignment on TPC This assignments elicits one of the
specic features of EURIS an element can send telegrams to itself these are
called internal telegrams Consider again the reference axis with the anony
mous assignment On the same axis we nd the construct
I 
This also is the start of a ow However the start construct of the two ows
discussed before correspond to telegrams received from other elements in
other words to external telegrams This start refers to internal telegrams that
came into existence by manipulation of an internal variable In this example
at hand the assignment of  to TPC will result in an internal telegram that
is processed by the ow that has its start I  on the reference axis of
TPC This telegram generating feature of the variable TPC is denoted by the
special symbol  EURIS has other but similar internal telegram generating
and processing mechanism I will not discuss these but nish the discussion
of the ow that starts with I  Suppose this ow is executed Its initial
action is the assignment VaTPSa the telegram eld Va is assigned the value
of variable TPSa In case the telegram eld exists it is overwritten in case it
did not exist it is created The second and nal action of the ow is to set
the telegram name to W	 and transmit it on the special port H this port is
connected to the infrastructure
This nishes the informal and succinct introduction to EURIS In the next
section I will focus in same informal manner on a symbolic representation of
EURIS viz the language IDEAL
 IDEAL
In this section I will discuss the structure of the IDEAL code that serves to
denote LSCs IDEAL comprises also syntax to express the instantiation and
interconnection of elements hence IDEAL is actually a superset of EURIS
However I will not digress on that part of the syntax An LSC corresponds
to an IDEAL program it has the following structure in extended BNF
idealprogram  programstartblock
configurationblock
parameterblock
variableblock
functionblock
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mergeblock
flowblock
endprogramblock
In Figure  and  an IDEAL representation is given of the LSC fragments
that were discussed above The fragments themselves are depicted also in the
gure
The terms LSC PROGRAM Example and LSC PROGRAM END are respectively
of type programstartblock and endprogramblock The example
has no configurationblock which can be used to capture some standard
comments on the program eg version date and author it has been left out
for brevity A parameterblock is a declaration of constants The value of
these is determined when an element is bound to instantiation data The dec
laration of the constants is similar to the declaration of variables For that rea
son no parameter section is given in the example The rst text in the program
is then a variable declaration I expect it to be selfexplanatory The example
does not contain functions functions are constructed from mergeblocks and
flowblocks expressions that I want to discuss now
The EURIS to IDEAL compiler cuts ows into trees At the point a ow
is cut the tree that springs from that point is assigned a label n A goto n
instruction is added to the branch of the tree that now ends at that point
So the root of tree can be formed by a label The other instance of a root
corresponds to the starts like a J A	
 we already discussed Trees that
start with a label are called merges trees that start in the usual way are
called ow blocks See eg LSC MERGE LABEL  and LSC FLOW A	
LARL in
the left column of Figure 
Other operations that can form leafs of a tree are the test the assignment
and the send action Send actions are conned to the leafs But assignments
and tests can also gure in other nodes of a tree except the root Because
ows are deterministic one has to be careful with branches Each branch of
a ramication has to be guarded by a test and these tests need be mutually
exclusive
 Evaluation
From the technical side one can say that there were no conceptual or expres
siveness problems with ASF SDF The language engineering went smooth
This capability of ASF SDF has been also established in many other ASF SDF
case studies see eg 
	
The project had mainly a reverse engineering character There is however
also a reengineering aspect the specication eort resulted in a list of remarks
and recommendations on IDEAL Largely the tenor of the recommendations
was to make the language less complicated by moving rules and demands
from the syntax to the static semantics add strong typing and by making
the language more general and transparent ie import less intricacies from
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LSCPROGRAM Example
LSCVAR
TPSb  INTTYPE
TPSa  INTTYPE
TPCa  BOOLTYPE
TPCb  BOOLTYPE
LSCMERGELABEL
LSCSPLIT b
LSCSEND A	
LARL
LSCSPLITEND
LSCSPLIT a
LSCSEND A	
LBRL
LSCSPLITEND
LSCMERGEEND
A	
 J a
A	
 J b
b
a
LSCMERGELABEL

LSCMERGEEND
	

LSCFLOW A	
LBRL
LSCCONTAT LABEL
LSCFLOWEND
b J A	

LSCFLOW A	
LARL
LSCCONTAT LABEL
LSCFLOWEND
a J A	

Figure  IDEAL code for fragments of the Track LSC in Figure  The gure is
continued in Figure 
EURIS I consider this typically a virtue of formal specication it forces one
more strongly than other description methods to address the structure as a
whole while not neglecting the details The discovery of weaknesses is the
result However the algebraic tool cannot be credited for that completely
Koorn and Oei from the group of Paul Klint did the bulk of the work on the
project and this group has a signicant experience in language engineering
The criticism on IDEAL should not be misunderstood We see it as a
contribution to further development of the EURIS Toolkit Frits Makkinga
and Andre Klap who designed and built most of the earlier versions of the
Toolkit did a great job It is noteworthy how they managed to construct a
large design and simulation environment by intelligently combining existing
software components and custom software components
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LSCFLOW A	LARL
LSCSPLIT TPSaVt
LSCCONTAT LABEL
LSCSPLITEND
LSCSPLIT TPSaVt
LSCSET TPSaVt
LSCSET TPCa
LSCCONTAT LABEL
LSCSPLITEND
LSCFLOWEND
TPSa Vt
TPSaVt
TPSa Vt

a J A	
LSCFLOW A	LBRL
LSCSPLIT TPSbVt
LSCCONTAT LABEL
LSCSPLITEND
LSCSPLIT TPSbVt
LSCSET TPSbVt
LSCSET TPCb
LSCCONTAT LABEL
LSCSPLITEND
LSCFLOWEND
TPSb Vt
TPSbVt
TPSb Vt

b J A	
LSCFLOW TPCa
LSCSET VaTPSa
LSCSEND WOTRK
LSCFLOWEND
J 
VaTPSa
W	H
LSCPROGRAMEND
Figure  Continuation of Figure 
To resume what is said in the above ASF SDF functioned well the for
mal approach indeed enabled us to get a rm grip on the language IDEAL
and comeup with constructive criticism From a project perspective though
the project was cumbersome much eort no real payo First the eort to
produce the text took much eort it aected the exibility of the academic
organization one has to be careful with research capacity Second the eort
was directed to a part of a larger concept EURIS that was heavily disputed
not in the last place by Holland Railconsult and the Dutch Railway Company
themselves the project did not really choose between an academic research
project and an eort to nd an answer to a concrete question from indus
try Third the specication was not readable for the nonacademic partners
Even worse the text is even for the experienced ASF SDF adept dicult to
penetrate this jeopardizes followup to the project It is an example where

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the formal specication actually decreases transparency and does not add to
conceptual clarity The lesson seems that we have to be more careful and se
lective when chosing a subject learn to work piecemeal and start with small
informal and semiformal statements
Happily enough the contact survived the attack because at the other rail
way front we had some success see Chapter  of 	 on the Vital Processor
Interlocking In the Fall of 

 work continued in the form of a research as
signment by Holland Railconsult  The goal of this project was to describe
the syntax to dene a semantics for EURIS and to try to verify EURIS
specications in the same style as was done for Vital Processor Interlockings
Furthermore expressivity and safety criteria in general were addressed This
project was succeeded by the denition of a symbolic superset of EURIS called
LARIS 
A direct followup to the case discussed in this section is the master thesis
of Oei In  he investigates how one could generate coloured Petri nets
from IDEAL See  for an experimental translation of some elements from
EURIS into Petri nets
 Lamp Replacement Decision Support
With FA van der Duyn Schouten and SLE Vos de Wael
In this section the ins and outs of my last research project in cooperation
with Nederland Haarlem and the CWI are discussed two other projects are
described in Chapter  and  of 	 The project had as subject decision
support systems for the maintenance of lamps in trac lights This system
should be capable to optimize for eciency and reliability The lamp main
tenance activity is often referred to with lamp replacement The name of
the project was Lamp Remplace LR the Dutch trac jargon designation
The presentation in this section is based on  the project reports A
shortened and revised presentation can be found in 
Dene a trac light installation or TLI for short as the whole of light
installations that serves to control trac streams at a junction A junction
should here be taken liberally lights that are geographically close ie bridging
the distance between two of them is not an eort that is signicant in time and
money can be joined in the same TLI and nevertheless belong to dierent
trac regulation systems
For maintenance activities like lamp replacement two quantities are of
main importance the economic costs of the maintenance and the reliability of
the TLI The problem was to nd a policy that is cheap at the one hand and
yields a high reliability at the other hand Though it may seem a contrived
problem the issues that play a role are not that specic A TLI can be
classied as a multicomponent system with identical or at least comparable
components These are found in many occasions eg lighting of oces and
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streets machine parks in manufacturing and series of military equipment
In the literature many policies for these systems are studied and have been
developed see  for overviews In this context a policy is a replacement
procedure Such a policy is in general accompanied by a collection of index
numbers that are xed after following a optimization procedure for them
According to Nederland Haarlem the way lamp replacement is generally
executed may well leave room for signicant optimization The motivation of
the project was then to acquire knowledge of the domain design lamp replace
ment policies that can be optimized on economic eciency and reliability and
describe a decision support system embedding the policies
The project resulted in the following First ve policies have been identi
ed Two of these policies have been developed in detail ie a mathematical
model has been developed that gives expressions for exploitation costs and
reliability per unit of time in terms of the index numbers of the policies
These policies are called the Indirect Major Grouping policy IMG and the
Opportunity Based Replacement policy OBR These policies will be dis
cussed in Section 	 Second for IMG and OBR optimization procedures
were developed The procedures were implemented in Pascal Third using
the optimization procedures a small and rudimentary prototype has been de
veloped Finally a specication in PSF has been written that describes the
major data types of a decision support system and its main functions The
PSF specication is suciently detailed to be used as a means to elicit further
functional demands by running it as a prototype The specication will be
discussed in Section 	 An evaluation will follow in Section 	 For PSF see
	
	
 The replacement policies IMG and OBR
I will now shortly discuss the policies IMG and OBR When a lamp is defect
the replacement is called corrective otherwise when a lamp is replaced before
it has become defect the replacement is called preventive A replacement
action can apply to one or more lamps We suppose that the set of lamps of a
TLI is partitioned A partition is called a grouping  an element of a grouping
is called a group In the current solutions policies partitioning is not subject
to optimization IMG can now be phrased as follows
When a lamp is reported broken it is replaced immediately a corrective
replacement A group is preventively replaced each time a xed interval of
time has passed For a group j the interval has length k
j
T  where k
j
 N


and T  R

 For all groups T is the same and the preventive replacement
schedule starts at the same point in time
It is assumed that the k
j
s and T can always be chosen by the optimization
procedure such that there is at least one group  for which the length of the
interval k

T is the greatest common divisor of the others An example of these
parameters is given in Figure  Here one has three groups say red green
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Figure  The preventive replacement of the groups r  g and y in time
and yellow T is  months and k
r
"  k
g
"  k
y
" 	 The OBR policy is
the following
When a lamp is reported broken it is replaced immediately A group j is
preventively replaced immediately when some failure has occurred and the
time passed since the last replacement is greater than a certain xed lower
bound t
j
 It is irrelevant whether the failed lamp is an element of group j
or of another group
With OBR a failure may trigger preventive replacement Consequently the
date of the preventive replacement is not known beforehand This is a pro
found dierence with IMG In OBR jargon a failure is called an opportunity
for replacement or more concise an opportunity In case the opportunity
stems from j itself we still call the replacement preventive despite the fact
that one lamp is actually replaced correctively
The other parameters of the policies are best illustrated by an explanation
of the cost functions for both policies These cost functions express the ex
pected costs per unit of time I start with a short overview of the parameters

A stands for the xed costs that have to be made for each replacement
action whether preventive corrective large or small For example rent of
basic equipment like a truck

a
j
models the additional costs for the preventive replacement of group j
For example the lamps and extra man hours

c
i
models the additional costs for the corrective replacement of a lamp from
group j For example the lamp and extra man hours

p
j
models the penalty costs for failure of a lamp in group j This is a
ctive measure of the severity of a failure in group j it is used to steer the
optimization to an acceptable tradeo between eciency and reliability

M
j
t is the expected number of corrective replacements in the interval  t
for an arbitrary though new lamp in group j
For IMG the cost function is displayed in 
C
IMG
T k "
A
T
 
m
X
j
a
j
k
j
T
 
m
X
j
P
iL
j
M
j
k
j
T A c
i
 p
j

k
j
T

Say there are m groups The rst two summands express the costs per unit
of time for preventive maintenance As there is a group with k
j
"  and

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 

Time

t
j

Preventive replacement
EminV
j
 P
j

Figure  Time between preventive replacements of group j
A is xed regardless the size of the action A has to paid only once per T 
The eect of the a
j
depends on the k
j
 eg if k
j
"  then per interval T the
additional costs for the preventive replacement of group j are a
j
 The last
summand is about the costs made for corrective maintenance A corrective
replacement of a lamp from group j costs A c
i
 p
j
 Over the interval  k
j
T 
this is expected to occurM
j
k
j
T  times For all lamps in group j this amounts
to
P
iL
j
M
j
k
j
T A c
i
 p
j
 where L
j
is the index set of the lamps of group
j This sum has to be divided by the length of the interval ie k
j
T  And
to be calculated for all groups this results in the sum
P
m
j
    Note that
with the penalty the reliability of the system can be controlled an increase of
the penalties results in an increase of preventive maintenance and therefore
a decrease of corrective maintenance
The cost function for OBR is displayed in  Again the costs are cal
culated over the interval between two preventive replacements Contrary to
IMG the length of this interval is not xed We only know it is at least t
j

EminV
j
 P
j
 is the Expected minimal time that it is expected to take for
some lamp in j or in another group to fail In other words EminV
j
 P
j
 is
the expected duration for an opportunity to occur after time t
j
has elapsed see
Figure  These durations are expressed by the stochastic variables V
j
and P
j
respectively Now consider expression  the rst two summands are about
maintenance costs after t
j
has passed in case the lamp failed is a member of
j the costs are A  a
j
 p
j
 the chance that this happens is PrP
j
 V
j
 in
case the lamp failed is not a member of j the costs are just a
j
 the chance of
that happening is PrP
j
 V
j
 The last summand is again about the costs
for corrective maintenance
C
OBR
t  "
P
m
j

PrP
j
 V
j
A a
j
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j

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j
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 P
j
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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 The specication
The PSF specication of the decision support system for lamp replacement
consists of a specication of data and processes The data specication focuses
on two categories of data First the basic data on TLIs such as lamp type
lifetime distribution characteristics individual replacement costs and burning
fraction Second the grouping and policy parameters imposed and extracted
from this basic data
The process specication gives descriptions of tasks that were considered
central to the system maintenance of the TLI data maintenance and gen
eration of grouping and policy related data generation of replacement plans
decision support in response to lamp failures statistical analysis These ac
tivities where specied in ve processes In addition a data store and a very
rudimentary user interface were specied
The specication is reasonably complete in the sense that realistic simula
tions can be made
 Evaluation
This project had a clear forward engineering character It again turned out
as it did with the Compact Dynamic Bus station project that algebraic speci
cation is not particularly suited in an illdened domain There is then often
a need for highlevel requirements engineering the equational style languages
seem not to be particularly suited for that
However also at the detailed level problems arose Certain data types were
hard to specify See the specication in Table  were we just want to say that
an element of BrandKental is an element from the real interval       I
also tried to specify the optimization procedures in an abstract manner see
the project reports This can be done but again one is forced to use that
much notation that the big lines get blurred One is better o with pseudo
Pascal at least as a rst step
The specication was redone using TRADE 	 one reason to do this was
to nd a clearer path from the goal of the decision support system down to
detailed functions 	 Now I can say I had better written a specication in
a TRADE style or a semiformal behavioural specication and leave the rest
for a database system to solve
Despite the fact that PSF may not have been the right choice of language
it was again clear that techniques of other elds can be integrated in one
formal frame in this case specic operations research procedures functions
and data types This bonding eect of formal specication is relevant because
it hints upon the possibility of engineering process wide integration of notions
The project did result in a concrete prototype ready to be used in a eld
test elaborate documentation of the domain and a rst specication I failed
to nd an industrial followup for the project that exploits the opportunities
One reason for that was a lack of time A followup was discussed in detail

SFM van Vlijmen
data module BrandKental begin
exports begin
sorts
BrandKental
functions
bk  DIGITSEQ  BrandKental
On   BrandKental
Off   BrandKental
i  BrandKental  FP
eq  BrandKental  BrandKental  BOOLEAN
end
imports FloatingPoints
variables
d d  DIGITSEQ
equations
i ibkd  makefp	d
i iOn  makefp
i Off  bk	
eq eqbkdbkd
 eqcutrightzeroesdcutrightzeroesd
eq eqbkdOn  false
eq eqOnbkd  false
eq eqOnOn  true
eq
 eqOnOff  false
eq eqOffOn  false
eq eqOffOff  true
eq eqbkdOff  eqcutrightzeroesd	
eq eqOffbkd  eqcutrightzeroesd	
end BrandKental
Table 
A specication for the burning factor  a number that expresses the fraction of real
time that a lamp actually burns This number is a value in the real interval  
with Nederland Haarlem but did not succeed This was the situation at the
end of 

 The contrast between the concrete result and the lack of follow
up again shows the need for a more structured and professional approach in
applied research
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